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Oceanic observations@Atmos. Ocean29, 340 ~1991!# have revealed small-scale thermohaline
plumes near the surface of a calm sea under warming conditions. The stratification was favorable for
the double-diffusive salt finger instability, though a previously unreported up–down asymmetry was
found in which narrow downward cells are balanced by a broader, weaker upwelling. The scales of
the thermal structures are consistent with asymmetric hexagonal salt-finger modes@J. Phys.
Oceanogr.24, 855 ~1994!#, but no selection mechanism for the asymmetry has previously been
identified. This paper explores the influence of nonlinear profiles of temperature and salinity, as
might arise due to surface evaporation or warming, on the linear stability problem in a salt-fingering
regime. Three models are considered. In the first, a sharp, nonlinear solute-concentration gradient is
applied at the upper boundary, as might arise by surface evaporation. A Be´nard mode appears,
driven by the destabilizing density gradient in the thin boundary layer and influencing motion only
within the boundary-layer thickness. In the second model, a weak salinity gradient is introduced
below the boundary layer; double-diffusive bulk modes influence the motion across the entire fluid.
Nonlinear interaction of the boundary layer and bulk modes provides a mechanism for maintaining
salt fingers with up–down asymmetry. The third model contains a large temperature gradient at the
surface, as might arise from warming by solar radiation, overlying a quasi-isothermal region above
a region of moderate gradient. The largest-growth modes are found to be salt fingers that extend
throughout the middle region and disappear in the top and bottom regions. This vertical structure is
close to that of the asymmetric salt fingers described in Osborn@Atmos. Ocean29, 340~1991!#. The
differing length scales of the regions impress an up–down asymmetry on plumes; this is expected
to yield a hexagonal pattern at the onset. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-6631~96!02711-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

The subject of double diffusion covers the study of fluids
in which there are gradients of two or more properties with
different molecular diffusivities. In the ocean, heat and salt
provide the competing properties and this subject is also
known as thermohaline or thermosolutal convection.1,2 Salt
fingers are long narrow convecting cells that are set up when
warm salty water lies above cold fresh water. Salt fingers are
recognized as an important mechanism for oceanic mixing
and salt transport in the main thermocline.3–5 Recent obser-
vations by Osborn6 suggest that the finger instability is im-
portant in near-surface waters as well. Of particular interest
in his data was the finding of a distinct asymmetry in the
fingers, which seemed to be best characterized as narrow,
downward plumes surrounded by a broader, weaker up-
welling. Schmitt7 has found that the scales of Osborn’s
plumes are consistent with asymmetric solutions to the un-
bounded salt-finger problem, but provided no selection
mechanism for the asymmetry. This paper examines two
mechanisms which can be selected for asymmetric plan-
forms, which are evaporation due to a dry atmosphere and
warming due to solar radiation.

It is important to attempt to understand such phenomena,
because the near-surface plumes identified by Osborn6 must
play a role in the structure of the diurnal warm layer ob-
served under light wind conditions. The diurnal warm layer
is often more than 0.5 °C and occasionally as high as 3.5 °C
warmer than the water below.8 This temperature gradient has
direct consequences for near-surface sound propagation, the
computation of air–sea fluxes~which usually use a cooler,
bulk temperature!, and the dynamical response of the ocean
to the wind stress. As shown by Priceet al.,9 the near-surface
stratification set up by diurnal heating can trap the momen-
tum imparted by the wind stress to a shallow layer which
they term the diurnal jet. The ‘‘salt fountains’’ seen by Os-
born and modeled here would act to contribute to this strati-
fication by downward transport of the~destabilizing! salt left
behind by evaporation. A goal of future modeling and obser-
vational efforts should be to attempt to quantify the fluxes
due to this phenomena. In this work, however, we are still
trying to understand the most novel aspect of the observa-
tions, the asymmetric planform of the plumes.

The question of planform selection in salt fingers is typi-
cally addressed by beginning with a linear stability analysis
of a basic solution which satisfies the governing equations,
followed by analysis of solutions to the nonlinear amplitude
equations close to the onset of instability. Many studies have
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begun with a basic solution in which the solute concentration
and the temperature are linear functions of the vertical vari-
ablez. An example is the work of Ref. 10, which shows that
rolls are preferred over square cells for conditions modeling
a salt-finger regime. In this paper, however, we focus on
situations where additional mechanisms enter the formula-
tion, causing the basic solution to depend nonlinearly on
depth. In order to introduce a selection mechanism for the
hexagonal pattern suggested by Schmitt7 with descending
warm parcels that are smaller and more intense than rising
cool water, a nonlinear analysis is required. The techniques
for weakly nonlinear analysis of bifurcating solutions at a
finite critical wave number depend on whether the problem
possesses midplane symmetry or not.11,12The motivation for
developing models which do not have midplane symmetry is
that a priori it would have a chance to generate planforms
that are different from rolls. Two mechanisms that break the
up–down symmetry will be addressed. The first is evapora-
tion due to a dry atmosphere that occurs over several hours,
leading to a salty layer at the top, with the salinity not vary-
ing much over the rest of the fluid@Figs. 1~a,b!#. The second
is surface heating during a warm sunny day, leading to a
nonlinear temperature profile@Fig. 1~c!#. The relevant values
for the parameters of the models are discussed in Sec. II.
Section III is a brief review of the classical double-diffusion
problem, and together with Sec. II, this places the setting for
the results in subsequent sections.

In Sec. IV, we develop a model which highlights the
mechanism of surface evaporation for the instability leading
to asymmetric salt fingers@Fig. 1~a!#. This seems appropriate
as Osborn’s6 measurements~taken with a submarine near the
ocean surface! show salt fingers extending down to 2–3 m.
Data are not available near the surface in the first centimeter,
but he notes that ‘‘in the region very near to the surface, the
trend toward saltier water at the surface is unmistakable.’’
We assume that evaporation leads to a salty boundary layer
of the order of a few millimeters, or perhaps centimeters. The
basic temperature profile is the familiar linear function ofz
and provides a stabilizing environment. The surface salinity
boundary layer is thin compared with the total length of the
salt finger. Plumes that originate in the thin layer would be
high-salinity plumes that sink and form the asymmetric
structure.
The actual thickness of the salinity boundary layer would be
determined by a number of surface effects such as the day/
night cycle of temperatures and evaporation. We focus on a
time interval of less than a day, examining a system that is
changing slowly over that time, and modeling it as being in
equilibrium over a time scale of minutes, during which the
observations are made. The size of the finger spacing is de-
duced from the wavelength for the mode of largest growth.
As a first step in attempting to understand the effect of
evaporation, we apply linear theory in highly nonlinear re-
gimes, and examine the modes of largest growth rates and
corresponding wavelengths. It is inferred that the eigenfunc-
tions may reflect the observed motions, which may be a rea-
sonable assumption if they grow fast enough. Questions still
remain regarding the observability, and there is need for con-
trolled experiments.

In Sec. V, the salty boundary-layer model is modified by
including a destabilizing salinity gradient in the bulk of the
fluid, thus exciting bulk motion@Fig. 1~b!#. There are two
families of modes which can become unstable: the boundary-
layer modes and bulk modes. In contrast to the boundary-
layer modes, the bulk modes are double diffusive, which
arise from the competing diffusivities in the presence of a
stabilizing density gradient. When these modes have compa-
rable growth rates at the desired wave number, they would
maintain asymmetric salt fingers. The evaporative boundary

FIG. 1. A sketch showing profiles of base salinity and temperature for the
three models we consider:~a! surface evaporation model with a thin salty
boundary layer at the surface,~b! surface evaporation model modified with
a mild salinity gradient in the bulk,~c! surface warming model.
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layer, together with an interior salinity gradient, yields the
possibility of asymmetric salt fingers. The motion in our
model is driven both by the destabilizing density gradient in
the boundary layer and the difference in diffusivities in the
interior. However, the salty boundary-layer model is an un-
likely explanation for the particular salt fingers observed by
Osborn,6 since he notes that they begin a half-meter down.
Our model does not show any ability to trigger motions that
begin that deep; it does not have an obvious mechanism for
such a motion. It is therefore concluded that surface evapo-
ration is not the main ingredient that leads to Osborn’s asym-
metric salt fingers.

The second mechanism which was investigated is a non-
linear temperature profile, which accounts for near-surface
heating due to solar radiation@Fig. 1~c!#. Osborn describes
his measured temperature field comprising three regimes. A
top surface region 1 m thick has a strong gradient: below it is
a quasi-isothermal layer 3 m thick, followed by a layer of
steadily decreasing temperature. Salt fingers are observed in
the middle layer. This motivates us to consider in Sec. VI a
temperature profile that is steep in the first half-meter, then
gradual for a few meters, then steeper below. In order to
focus on the effect of this temperature profile, the salinity
profile is taken as linear and evaporation is ignored. The
salinity gradient is destabilizing, while the temperature gra-
dients in the top and bottom layers are stabilizing. The com-
peting mechanisms have the potential for setting up an insta-
bility in the middle layer, while stabilizing the top and
bottom layers. The numerical results show that the largest
growth rate modes consist of double-diffusive modes in the
middle layer, with little action in the top and bottom layers.
These replicate the vertical structure of plumes that begin at
the bottom of the top layer, extend through the middle layer,
and disappear into the top of the bottom layer. The up–down
asymmetry in the modes for the surface warming model is a
promising mechanism for driving nonlinear hexagonal pat-
terns in the three-dimensional problem. The question of
whether the hexagons can be excited nonlinearly close to
onset will be addressed in future work.

II. CHOICE OF PARAMETERS

A fluid layer is bounded atz*50, L. The temperature
and solute concentration at the upper boundary areu0* and
S0* , and the lower boundary is kept at temperatureu1* with
solute concentrationS1* . At temperatureu0* , the fluid has
thermal coefficient of volume expansionâ, solute coefficient
of volume expansionb̂, thermal diffusivitykT , solute diffu-
sivity kS , viscositym, densityr0, and kinematic viscosity
n5m/r0. Dimensionless variables~without asterisks! are as
follows: (x,y,z)5(x* ,y* ,z* )/L, t5kTt* /L

2, v5v*L/kT ,
u 5 (u* 2 u0* )/(u1* 2 u0* ), S 5 (S* 2 S0* )/(S1* 2 S0* ),
p5p* L2/(r0k2

T). A thermal Rayleigh number is defined by
RT 5 gâ(u1* 2 u0* )L

3/(kTn), whereg denotes gravitational
acceleration, a salinity Rayleigh number isRS 5 gb̂(S1*
2 S0* )L

3/(kTn), a Prandtl number isP5n/kT , a Lewis
number ist5kS/kT , and a dimensionless measure of gravity
isG5gL3/kT

2 ~this appears only in the base pressure field in
the subsequent analysis!. There are four independent param-

eters: RT ,RS ,P,t. Additional parameters in the salty
boundary-layer model are the evaporation numbercE defined
in Sec. IV and the salinity between the boundary layer and
the bulk of the fluidsB , defined in Sec. V. The nonlinear
temperature profile model in Sec. VI introduces the thick-
nessesd1 ,d2 and temperaturesu2,u3.

Because of the large number of parameters, we shall
limit our presentation to oceanic values relevant to Osborn’s6

observations on asymmetric salt fingers. The thermal diffu-
sivity kT'0.001~we use cgs units throughout!; the salt dif-
fusivity is ks51025, r51, and the kinematic viscosity
n'0.01 cm2/s. The Prandtl number varies slightly with tem-
perature. For the computations, we setP58, t50.01. The
coefficient of thermal expansionâ for sea water is
2.231024/ °C.

We next estimate the parameter values relevant for the
numerical results of Secs. IV and V. The temperature gradi-
ent for the bulk, extrapolated from Fig. 8 of Ref. 6 and Table
1 of Ref. 7, varies from 0.03 to 0.05 °C/m for the April 19
data, and from 0.08 to 0.36 °C/m for the data of April 24;
thus, (u0* 2 u1* )/L varies over 0.03–0.36 °C/m. The vertical
length L of the salt finger is 2–3 m. Withg5980 in cgs
units, the thermal Rayleigh number varies from
RT52631011 to 21010. We denoteRr5RT/RS and Table 1
of Ref. 7 givesRr varying between 10 and 20. The thickness
of the salty boundary-layerl 2* may be on the order of milli-
meters, or even centimeters. As a situation to investigate nu-
merically, we may take (u0* 2 u1* )/L 5 0.1 °C/m,L52 m,
yielding RT522.931010. The solute coefficient of volume
expansionb̂50.8 units per concentration, so thatRr511.7,
RS522.53109. The observed salt fingers of Ref. 6 are ap-
proximately 4–8 cm in diameter, with cell spacing varying
from 9 to 20 cm.

III. THE FAMILIAR MODEL OF DOUBLE DIFFUSION

In the classical double-diffusion problem~cf. Chap. 8 of
Ref. 1!, the following are the transport equations for the tem-
perature and solute concentration, the Navier–Stokes equa-
tion with the Oberbeck–Boussinesq approximation and in-
compressibility: u̇1~v–“!u5Du, Ṡ1~v–“!S5tDS,
v̇1~v–“!v5PDv2“p1(RTPu2RSPS2G)ez , div v50.
Salinity and temperature are prescribed at the plates:u51
and S51 at the bottomz50, u50 andS50 at the ocean
surfacez51. The velocity boundary condition is no slip:
v50 at z50,1. ~A more appropriate condition for the ocean
surface may be the ‘‘stress-free’’ boundary condition, for
which the eigenfunction is available in closed form.1,13–16In
this case, the velocity boundary condition is zero normal
velocity and zero shear stress.! A solution isv50, u512z,
S512z, p5p02Gz1(RT2RS)P(z2z2/2), wherep0 is a
constant. The stability of this solution has been examined
extensively in the literature. For the no-slip condition, criti-
cality for the convective onset1,17,18 is given by
RT2Rs/t51707.765,a53.12, wherea is the dimensionless
horizontal wave number. For the stress-free condition, criti-
cality is given byRT2Rs/t527p4/4, a5p/&. The oceanic
values discussed in Sec. II for both the no-slip and stress-free
conditions are far above criticality with many modes un-
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stable over a large interval of wave numbers. At such high
Rayleigh numbers, we may neglect the effect of the bound-
aries except in boundary layers and, for the bulk of the flow,
apply the time-dependent depth-independent similarity solu-
tion of Ref. 19. The motion is purely vertical and the gov-
erning equations linear. There are an infinite number of such
solutions, with noa priori selection mechanism to favor any
particular one, and they can be superposed. The vertical ve-
locity is w5ŵ exp(st)f(x,y) wheref is a spatial planform
function that satisfies the Helmholtz equation. A rough esti-
mate for the growth rates and horizontal wave numbera for
maximum growth are

s5O~ uRTu1/2!, a5O~ uRTu1/4!. ~1!

Exact values are given in Figs. 1–4 of Ref. 19. In this linear
theory, there are an infinite variety of planforms, as long as
the total horizontal wave number equalsa. This wave num-
ber is the one obtained from a two-dimensional linear stabil-
ity analysis. There is no selection mechanism for the linear
theory. In order to explore planforms that correlate with Os-
born’s observations of asymmetric salt fountains, Schmitt7

compared the cell spacing of triangular and hexagonal plan-
forms. He found that the hexagonal planform withf(x,y)
50.5 cos(ay)1sin~)ax/2!sin~ay/2! compares favorably.
In this planform, the descending warm parcels are narrower
and more intense than rising cool water, unlike the familiar
sinusoidal salt-finger solutions. His Table 1 shows a predic-
tion of the cell size of 2–4 cm and spacing ‘‘Q’’ of 5–10
cm. For his model, the cell spacingQ is the wavelength of
largest growth rate in the linear stability analysis.

The question remains as to why the hexagonal pattern
would be preferred over the others. One explanation is to
consider weakly nonlinear effects. In the classical double-
diffusion ~or the simpler Be´nard! problem, if the problem has
up–down symmetry, the roll solution is preferred over
hexagons.10,11,20,21When the up–down symmetry is broken,
then the observed solution is the subcritical hexagon.22 This
provides the motivation in this paper for examining addi-
tional effects which introduce the up–down asymmetry. The
linear stability results will be followed up in a subsequent
paper concerning preferred patterns. The group theoretic re-
sults of Ref. 12 may be applied to find families of solutions
that include the triangular and hexagonal types.

IV. AN EVAPORATIVE BOUNDARY-LAYER MODEL

A. Formulation of equations

The linear salinity and temperature profiles considered in
the previous section are equilibrium solutions of the diffu-
sion equation. In reality, however, temperature and salinity
of the ocean are influenced by a number of factors which
fluctuate with time, and equilibrium is never achieved. Dif-
fusion is a slow process and, even profiles which are not
steady-state solutions will not change appreciably over a pe-
riod of hours if they are used as an initial condition. We shall
assume the profiles are stationary and do a linear stability
analysis around them~if the time scale for the growth of the
instability is short relative to the time scale over which the
base profile is varying, such an assumption is justified. The

situation is analogous to the familiar case of boundary layer
profiles in shear flows, which also do not really exist as
steady solutions of the Navier–Stokes equations!.

In a later section, we shall consider a nonlinear tempera-
ture profile, which takes account of solar heating near the
surface and represents a qualitative fit to measurements. The
variation of the temperature there occurs over the scale of
roughly 1 m. The diffusivity for salinity is even smaller than
that for heat, so we can think of profiles as quasisteady even
if they vary over length scales less than 1 cm. Specifically,
we are now interested in studying salinity profiles which
contain a thin, salinity-enriched layer near the surface@Fig.
1~a!# arising from surface evaporation during the day. The
surface evaporation condition is23

ks]S* /]z*5ES* /r, ~2!

whereE/r is the evaporation rate. Here, the small evapora-
tion rate is balanced by small diffusivity. This is a boundary
condition for the diffusion equation]S* /]t*5ksDS* . To
show how a salt-enriched layer develops when evaporation is
increased, let us consider for simplicity the case of an ini-
tially uniform salinityS0* , with no evaporation. Evaporation
begins at timet*50. We now setS*5S0*1s̃, and subse-
quently the deviations̃ from uniform salinity is given by
s̃(Akst* j,t* )5At*f(j,t* ), where the boundary-layer vari-
able isj5(z*2 L)/Akst* . At the top surface,j50. By in-
serting these relations into the diffusion equation and bound-
ary conditions, we find

t*f t5fjj1
j

2
fj2

1

2
f, t*.0, j,0 ~3!

with boundary conditionAksfj 5 (E/r)S0* 1 (E/r)At*f at
j50. For smallt* , we neglect the terms which contain fac-
tors t* and At* . Equation~3! together with the condition
f→0 asj→2` leads to a solutionf which is a multiple of
a function of only j. The constant of multiplication is
uniquely characterized by the boundary condition atj50.
Thus, the magnitude of the solutionf is proportional to
ES0* /(rAks). In terms of the original variables, therefore,
the thickness of the salinity-enriched layer is of order
Akst* and the salinity excess at the surface is of order
ES0*At* /(rAks). We can use this to obtain some estimates.
In cgs units,ks is about 10

25, and a reasonable value oft* is
of order 104. Hence, the boundary-layer thickness would be
of order 1021 to 1. The evaporation constantE/r is estimated
to be of order 1026, and hence the salinity increase in the
boundary layer would be about one order of magnitude less
thanS0* . In the calculations below, we assume a boundary-
layer thicknessl 2* of 2.5 mm, and an evaporation constant of
1026 cm/s. The salinity outside of the boundary layer is ap-

proximated byS1* 5 353 102 3. Wemay use Eq.~2! and the
particular value ofl 2* to estimate that the decrease in salinity
across the boundary layer is 0.0008. Effects of changingl 2*
are discussed below in Sec. IV D.

In our model, we do not actually solve the diffusion
equation to obtain a boundary-layer profile because the as-
sumptions above are grossly simplified anyway~for ex-
ample,E is not constant!, and, qualitatively, we expect that
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the detailed structure of the profile is not crucial. Hence, we
shall choose a profile which captures the main qualitative
features and is simple to use. This salinity profile has a linear
variation over most of the flow region, except in a thin layer
at the top. In this thin layer, we assume a polynomial depen-
dence onz as evident below.

In dimensionless variables, we have the boundary con-
ditionsu50 atz51 ~top surface!, u51 atz50 ~bottom!, and
we have a base state with zero velocity and linear tempera-
ture: v50, u512z. For the salinity, the dimensionless form
of the condition at the top surface is

]S

]z
5aE1

cES

l 2
, l 25

l 2*

L
, cE5

l 2*E

rks
, aE52~11cE!/ l 2 .

~4!

Here l 2* denotes the thickness of the boundary layer. For the
parameters quoted above,cE is approximately 0.023. We
start by analyzing a base profile where the salinity is constant
outside the boundary layer, and increases sharply close to the
ocean surface:

S5 H1 for 0,z1, l 1
11cn~z2 l 1!

n for l 1,z,1, ~5!

where 12l 25 l 1 , andn52, 3,..., so that the salinity and sa-
linity flux are continuous atz5 l 1. To satisfy the top surface
condition ~4!, cn521/[ l 2

n(n2cE)]. The basic pressurep is

p5H p02Gz1RTPS z2
z2

2 D2RSPz outside the boundary layer

p02Gz1RTPS z2
z2

2 D2RSP~z1cn~z2 l 1!
n11/~n11!! in the boundary layer,

~6!

wherep0 is a constant. This basic pressure field is a response
to the system, and does not enter into the linear stability
analysis.

The difference between (u,S,p) and the basic solution
v50, u512z, ~5!, ~6!, is denoted by (ũ,S̃,p̃). The equations
for 0<z< l 1 are

u82w2Dũ52~v–“ !ũ, ~7!

S82tDS̃52~v–“ !S̃, ~8!

the momentum equation, v̇2PDv1¹ p̃1(RSPS̃
2RTPũ)ez52~v–“!v, and incompressibility divv50. The
equations for l 1<z<1 are the same except that~8! is
changed to

S81w
]S

]z
2tDS̃52~v–“ !S̃, ~9!

whereS is the boundary layer solution~5!. The boundary
conditions areũ50 at z50,1,

]S̃

]z
5
cES̃

l 2
at the top z51, ~10!

S̃50 at the bottomz50, ~11!

v50 atz50,1. The conditions atz5 l 1 are the following;vf b
denotesf (z5 l 1

2)2 f (z5 l 1
1). Continuity of velocity yields

vvb50. Sincew is continuous,v]w/]yb5]vwb/]y50, and
v]w/]xb5]vwb/]x50. Hence, balance of shear stresses
yields v]u/]zb50, v]v/]zb50. By incompressibility,]w/]z
52]u/]x2]v/]y. Therefore,]w/]z is continuous atz5 l 1.
Hence, the normal stress balance yields continuity of pres-
sure perturbation:vp̃b50. Continuity of temperature, heat
flux, salinity and salinity flux yield, respectively,vũb50, v]ũ/
]zb50, vS̃b50, v]S̃/]zb50.

B. Linearized stability analysis

Due to the symmetries in this problem, the linear stabil-
ity analysis can be done in thex–z plane, ignoring they
dependence. We seek normal mode solutions proportional to
exp(iax1st). This leads to an eigenvalue problem fors.
The Chebyshev-tau method,24–27 is used to discretize the
governing equations with respect to thez variable. This
method approximates the eigenvalues forC` eigenfunctions
with infinite-order accuracy. Since much of the action will be
found to take place in the very thin boundary layer, we will
need to use many more Chebyshev modes in the lower layer
to match up to the dynamics in the upper layer. We discretize
ũ, S̃, andw using Chebyshev polynomials of degree 0 to
M3N in the lower layer andN in the upper layer; for ex-
ample,

ũ5exp~ iax1st !

35 (
n50

N3M

t1nTn~z1! in the lower layer

(
n50

N

t2nTn~z2! in the boundary layer,

~12!

zi5 H ~2/l 1!z21, ~lower layer! 0,z,;1
~2/l 2!z112~2/l 2! ~upper layer l 1,z,1,

21,zi,1. This results in 3~MN11! unknown coefficients
in the lower layer and 3~N11! unknown coefficients in the
upper layer, a total of 3MN13N16 unknowns. The appro-
priate values forM andN are found through convergence
tests on the computed eigenvalues.

We use incompressibility to eliminateu in favor of w,
and use thex component of the momentum equation
to eliminate p. This reduces the momentum equation
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to s(a2w2wzz)1P(wzzzz22a2wzz1a4w)1a2(RSPS̃
2RTPũ)50. This equation is discretized and truncated at
the~MN24!th Chebyshev mode in the lower layer and at the
~N24!th Chebyshev mode in the boundary layer, since the
highest derivative appearing in the equation is the fourth
derivative, and this indicates that the truncated system would
be accurate to at most the~MN24!th and~N24!th degrees,
respectively. The linearized forms of the solute transport
equations~8!, ~9! are truncated beyond the~MN22!th de-
gree in the lower layer and~N22!th degree in the boundary
layer, as are the heat transport equations~7! in both layers.
This results in 3MN13N210 equations. The conditions at
z5 l 1 for the velocities and stresses reduce to the continuity
of w, wz , wzz, andwzzz. At the boundariesz50,1, the ve-
locity conditions are thatw50 andwz vanish. Altogether,
there are 16 boundary andz5 l 1 conditions. This results in a
3MN13N16 matrix eigenvalue problem.

C. The long-wave limit

In the limit of long-wave perturbations~a50!, the lin-
earized stability analysis is independent of the Rayleigh
numbers. The vertical component of the velocityw satisfies
2swzz1Pwzzzz50, withw50 at the top and bottom bound-
aries, andw,wz ,wzz,wzzzcontinuous atz5 l 1. Therefore, the
solution isw50 in both layers. The problem for the solute
concentration consists of Eqs.~8!–~11!, and whena50,
w50, these become a Sturm–Liouville system:
S̃zz2(s/t)S̃50, S̃z(1)5(cE/ l 2)S̃~1!, S̃~0!50. Hence, the
eigenvaluess are real, discrete and there are an infinite num-
ber of them. To find them, we consider three cases:s.0,
s50, and s,0. For s.0, the solution is S̃5A(s/t)
3 coshA(s/t)z, whereA(s/t)( l 2 /cE) 5 tanh(As/t). There
is one root, and we can estimate it for the oceanic values.
When t is small, ands is order one,As/t is large enough
that the hyperbolic tangent function is approximately 1.
Thus,

s'S cEl 2 D t. ~13!

This is positive, giving an unstable long-wave mode. For the
cases50, there is no eigenfunction. For the cases,0, the
eigenfunctions areS̃5 sin(A2s/t)zwhere

xY S cEl 2 D5tan x, x5A2s

t
. ~14!

We can estimate the eigenvalues closest to 0 as follows:
sincecE/ l 2 is large, the slope of the line represented by the
left-hand side of~14! is close to flat, so it would intersect the
tangent function close to where it hits 0, that is, at multiples
of p plus a small positive quantitys'2~n2p21e!t, 0,e,
n51,2,... Our computer code was checked ata50.

The unstable long-wave mode irrespective of the Ray-
leigh numbers is one which is not present in the classical
double-diffusion problem. This feature implies that there is
no neutrally stable situation, or ‘‘onset’’ condition, in this
model. Since we seek modes which grow to visible effect on
the order of hours, it is more appropriate to examine largest
growth-rate modes.

D. Numerical results

Numerical results show that the motion is confined to the
upper boundary layer with little going on below; the length
scale of variation is the thickness of that boundary layer.
Since this is relatively small, ifN Chebyshev modes suffice
to describe what is going on in the boundary layer, then
many more modes are used to properly match that motion in
the lower layer. Our results have been tested for conver-
gence. The following numerical results concern the case
n52 in the salinity profile~5!. We focus on the oceanic
parameters of Sec. II and examine modes of largest growth
rates, to illustrate the motion that might be observed during
morning hours, that would be set up in at most several hours.

The first case we consider isP58, t50.01,
RT522.931010, RS522.53109, l 1'0.999 for a boundary
layer thickness of 2.5 mm~cE50.023!. The eigenvalues for
wave numbers over the range 0–2000 were examined. A
single mode is found to be unstable over a wide range; there
is stability for wave numbers beyond 1700. The unstable
mode is analogous to the single unstable root of~13! that is
described in Sec. IV C for the case of long-wave distur-
bances. Figure 2 shows the growth rate Res against the
wave numbera, showing that the peak occurs around
a5900, wheres513702 ~M54, N540 in the notation of
Sec. IV B!. Figure 2 also shows the first of the stable modes
over the same range of wave numbers; there are infinitely
many more stable modes. These modes follow on the roots
of ~14!. The magnitude of the peak growth rate is roughly of
the same order as the depth-independent similarity solutions
of Ref. 19: applying Eq.~1!, we estimate a peak ata of
O~400! and growth rate of order 105. We shall call the modes
the boundary layer modes. These are Benard-type modes,
driven by the destabilizing density gradient in the thin
boundary layer, and influences the motion on the length scale
of the boundary layer thickness. If the boundary layer were
thicker, for instance, more than one mode may be unstable.

FIG. 2. Graph of the leading eigenvaluess, the unstable mode, and the first
of the stable mode, vs wave numbersa for RT522.931010,
RS522.53109, l 150.998 75,cE50.022 85,t50.01,P58.
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These are distinguished frombulk modeswhich will be dis-
cussed in Sec. V.

To relate the results to dimensional scales, recall that the
dimensional wavelength isl*52pL/a cm, and forL5200
cm,a5900 corresponds tol*51.4 cm, which is short com-
pared with the Osborn data discussed in Sec. II. Our normal
mode is proportional to exp(skT/L

2t* ), wheret* is the di-
mensional time, so that the mode will grow by a factore
after time t*5L2/(kTs). For our parameters,
kT/L

250.2531027 s21. Thus, the unstable mode ata5900
grows by a factore in 50 min. Compared with this, the mode
at a520 with s5O~100! takes about 100 h. When the time
scale is this long, then other effects must be taken into con-
sideration, such as the day/night cycle of evaporation and
temperature changes, and shears and mixing associated with
waves and wind stress. The observations were made during
the late morning hours.

Since the lower layer has no salinity gradient and the
temperature gradient is stabilizing, we expect little to be go-
ing on in the lower layer. The eigenfunction ata5900 re-
flects this expectation to a large degree. Figure 3 shows the

variation of the vertical component of the perturbation veloc-
ity w vsz. The upper plot is a contour plot over the boundary
layer, and the lower plot showsw alongx50 over the larger
region 0.97<z<1. The contour values for the upper plot can
be found from the lower plot; thex variation is simply sinu-
soidal. Note that the upper plot is zoomed into the top layer
where the first peak in the lower plot occurs. The velocity
hits its maximum magnitude at aboutz5 l 1 ; at z50.99,w is
already 1% of the maximum magnitude. Figure 3 shows up–
down asymmetry in the velocity profile about the position
z5 l 1 , with a more gradual decline in the lower layer. The
velocity is confined to a few boundary layer depths, below
which there is relatively little motion. Table I shows the first
five coefficients of the Chebyshev expansion, showing that
the magnitudes in the lower layer are a fraction of those of
the upper layer. Thus, the destabilizing salinity profile in the
boundary layer drives a motion which is effectively damped
out in the lower layer.

The effect of changing the Rayleigh numbers was exam-
ined. As the Rayleigh numbers are decreased, both the maxi-
mum growth rate and the wave number for the maximum
growth rate decrease. This is similar to the effect of lowering
the Rayleigh numbers in the depth-independent problem of
Eq. ~1!.

The effect of increasing the boundary layer thickness is
that the effective Rayleigh number increases for that region,
and thus more modes are destabilized. When the thickness is
increased tenfold, several modes are unstable and their
growth rates are larger~Fig. 4!. The wave number for the
largest growth rate decreases because the motion is driven by
the salinity profile in the boundary layer, and therefore, if the
boundary-layer thickness is increased, the relevant length
scale becomes larger. The growth rates are much higher be-
cause the effective Rayleigh numbers are those that are de-
fined on the boundary-layer thickness, and these increase
when that thickness increases. The unstable modes have
eigenfunctions that describe convective rolls confined to a
depth of two boundary layers or so, and is negligible below.
The first mode has a one-cell structure, the second largest
growth rate mode has a two-cell structure, and so on. It is
evident that these boundary layer modes would drive a mo-
tion that is confined to the upper layer and are negligible in
the bulk.

Figure 5 shows the variation ofr2r0 as a function of the
thickness. The density isr5r0@12 â(u*2 u0* )1b̂(S*

FIG. 3. Upper: contour plot of the vertical component of the velocity
w(x,z) for the boundary layer; the vertical axis isz,l 1<z<1, the horizontal
axis is x extending over one wavelength 0<x<2p/a,a5900; this is the
unstable mode at the parameters of Fig. 2. Lower:w(x50,z) vs z, 0.97,z
,1, at x50, contour values for the upper figure can be obtained from the
lower.

TABLE I. The vertical component of the velocitywi , temperatureũ i , and salinityS̃i in the lower layeri51
and the upper layeri52, are discretized in thez variable with the Chebyshev-tau scheme. The expansions are
of the form(n50cnTn(zi)exp(iax), wherezi denote thez variables in each fluid which have been rescaled to
@21,1# and given in~12!. The calculation of the coefficients is described in Sec. IV B. This table lists the first
five coefficientscn for each of the variables for the eigenfunction ata5900,M54, N540,RT522.931010,
RS522.53109, l 150.998 75,cE50.022 85,t50.01,P58.

n v1 v2 ũ1 ũ2 S̃1 S̃2

0 20.051 20.616 20.47E27 20.50E26 20.49E24 20.47E22
1 20.102 0.701 20.94E27 0.49E26 20.97E24 20.67E23
2 20.101 20.027 20.93E27 0.17E27 20.97E24 0.74E23
3 20.100 20.050 20.91E27 20.60E28 20.96E24 20.13E23
4 20.098 20.009 20.89E27 0.22E29 20.96E24 20.10E23
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2 S0* )], wherer051 gm/cm3, â50.000 22/°C, (u0*2 u1* )/L
5 0.1 °C/m, L52 m, b̂50.8 units per concentration,
cE50.022 85,S1*2 S0* 5 2S1* cE from Eqs.~2! and~4!, u0*
5 18 °C. The base temperature fieldu512z, and salinity
field ~5! are used. Figure 5 shows that the density is decreas-
ing over the lower layer, and thus stably stratified there,
while increasing over the upper boundary layer. We correlate
this variation with the type of instability that is described by
the eigenfunctions of Figs. 2 and 3. Those eigenfunctions
live in the boundary layer, where the density is destabilizing,
so we conclude that those modes are analogous to the clas-
sical Bénard modes. The Be´nard problem concerns motions
that arise when a layer of liquid is heated from below. The

double-diffusive modes, on the other hand, would take place
when the density is stably stratified, and is driven by the
difference in the competing diffusivities.

In summary, the extreme salinity gradient in the upper
layer drives a motion that is confined to a depth of a few
boundary layers. Significant motion in the lower layer was
not found. The mechanism of instability that operates in the
boundary layer is effectively stabilized by the temperature
gradient in the bulk. However, our model is an extreme case,
which has been chosen to introduce a strong up–down asym-
metry; a more appropriate model is one that allows some
salinity gradient in the bulk as well. This motivates the
analysis of the Sec. V.

V. BOUNDARY-LAYER MODEL WITH SALINITY
GRADIENT IN THE BULK

A. Governing equations

We consider the arrangement with a sharp salinity pro-
file at the surface, above a moderate salinity gradient in the
bulk @Fig. 1~b!#:

S5 H12~12SB!~z/ l 1! for 0,z, l 1
12~12SB!~z/ l 1!1dn~z2 l 1!

n, n52,3,...

for l 1,z,1, ~15!

the salinitySB atz5 l 1 is prescribed. The boundary andz5 l 1
conditions on S yield dn5[211(cE2 l 2)(SB21)/l 1]/
[ l 2
n(n2cE)]. The basic pressure field is changed from~6! but

is decoupled from the calculation of the other variables. The
salinity equation~8! changes to that of~9! and the rest of the
equations from~7! to the end of Sec. IV A still apply. The
value of the dimensionless salinityS varies from 1 at the
lower boundary toSB,1 at the positionz5 l 1 , to a smaller
value at the top. Values ofSB will be chosen in the following
manner to illustrate the effect of the bulk salinity gradient.
We set

Sz5 l1
* 5S1*1g, Stop* 5S1*1g̃g, ~16!

so that the salinity difference in the upper layer versus the
salinity difference in the lower layer is in the ratio~g̃21!:1.
This ratio is physically important and will be referred to in
Sec. V B. For eachg̃ that we choose, we can calculateg
5 (Stop* 2S1* )/g̃,Stop* 5S0*1Stop(S1*2S0* ),

SB5S g̃2
1

l 1
2
11~cE2 l 2!/ l 1

n2cE
D Y

S g̃2
1

l 1
2

~cE2 l 2!/ l 1
n2cE

D , ~17!

whereStop is found from~15! with z51.

FIG. 4. The unstable eigenvalues~boundary layer modes! are plotted against
wave numbers forRT52231010, RS52109, P58, t50.01, l 2* 5 5 cm,

l 150.975,cE51.6̇, data given ata50,50,...,500.

FIG. 5. The density distributionr2r0 as a function ofz for the situation in
Figs. 2 and 3. The lower plot covers 0,z,1, and the upper plot is a mag-
nification close to the top surface.r51, l 2* 5 2.5 mm, other parameters as in
Fig. 2.
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B. Numerical results

We consider the quadratic profilen52 in ~15!. The Ray-
leigh numbers and other conditions are the same as those of
Sec. IV: RT522.931010, RS522.53109, l 150.998 75,
cE50.022 85,t50.01,P58. We first setg̃52 to have equal
salinity differences across each layer. From Eq.~17!,
SB50.487 979 9. The density variationr2r0 vs z remains
essentially the same as Fig. 5, with the same turn-around at
approximatelyz5 l 1 , though the scale for the variation in the
upper layer is smaller in this case. The density variation is
stabilizing in the lower layer and destabilizing in the upper
boundary layer.

As in the previous model with no salinity gradient in the
bulk, the peak growth rate is achieved ata'900. The growth
rate is larger here, since the effective salinity Rayleigh num-
ber has increased with the introduction of the gradient in the
bulk. Figure 6 shows the distribution of eigenvalues over the
range where there is instability 0,a,1800. The results are
obtained ata50,100,... withN540,M54 in ~12!. The larg-
est growth rate mode is a boundary-layer mode~a5900,
s514 233!. This mode is well-separated from the rest of the
unstable modes. The eigenfunction for the boundary-layer
mode represents motion confined to depths of a few bound-
ary layers, and decays fast to zero in the lower layer. The rest
of the unstable modes in Fig. 6 are bulk modes, over
a5100–500, peaking ata'300. These are double diffusive
convection rolls that extend through the lower layer. The
density variationr2r0 in the lower layer is stabilizing, and
the instability there is driven by the competition between the
solutal and thermal diffusivities. These modes can support
salt fingers over the bulk of the layer.

Figures 7~a! and 7~b! illustrate that the leading bulk
mode consists of a convection roll extending through the
lower layer and a roll of much smaller magnitude in the
upper boundary layer. Figure 7~a! shows contour plots for
the vertical component of the velocityw(x,z) for 0,x,2p/
a. The upper plot shows the rolls in the boundary layer and
the lower plot shows the dominant roll in the bulk of the
fluid. Figure 7~b! shows the velocity componentw along
x50, showing that the magnitude of the motion in the

boundary layer is negligible compared with that of the lower
layer. Since the roll in the boundary layer is negligible, this
mode is up–down symmetric and is not expected on its own
to drive a hexagonal solution nonlinearly near onset. How-
ever, if such a double-diffusive mode interacts with the
boundary-layer modes, there is potential for asymmetric salt
fingers penetrating through the bulk of the layer.

The effect of changing the relative salinities in each
layer is examined by adjusting the parameterg̃ defined in
Eq. ~16!. If the salinity gradient in the upper layer is in-
creased, there are a number of boundary-layer modes un-
stable, as also happens with a largerl 2* . The effect of de-
creasing the salinity gradient in the bulk is that the double-
diffusive bulk modes are stabilized. When the salinity
gradient in the lower layer is steadily decreased to 0, it is
found that the bulk modes stabilize and the model returns to
that of Sec. IV.

The two families of modes, when having comparable

FIG. 6. Eigenvalues are plotted against wave numbers forl 2*52.5 mm,
SB'0.488, other parameters as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 7. ~a! Contour plot for the vertical component of the velocity, in the
boundary layer for the upper figure, and over the entire depth in the lower
figure. The horizontal extent is one wavelength 0,x,2p/a. The mode is
the second largest growth rate mode, the leading unstable bulk mode, for
a5500, other parameters as in Fig. 6.~b! The vertical component of the
velocity versusz along the linex50. The upper figure is for the boundary
layer and the lower figure is for the lower layer. Contour values for~a! can
be found from~b!.
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growth rates, may together potentially drive asymmetric salt
fingers. By adjusting various parameters, such as lowering
the Rayleigh numbers, increasing the salinity gradient in the
bulk, and increasing the boundary-layer thickness, it is pos-
sible to arrive at situations where their growth rates are simi-
lar and the minimum achieved for a reasonable wavelength.
A close example is Fig. 8 where bulk modes peak ata'200
~dimensional wavelength 6 cm!.

Our Rayleigh numbers are based on bulk properties,
while much of the action in our model is occurring on much
shorter length scales. The following trends have been found.
Increasing the boundary-layer thickness while keeping the
same bulk Rayleigh numbers destabilizes the boundary-layer
modes. Decreasing the Rayleigh numbers while keeping
other parameters fixed decreases the wave number of the
largest growth rate mode to compare more favorably with the
observed finger spacing described in Sec. II. By adjusting the
salinity gradient distribution in the bulk and the boundary
layer in the base solution, and the effective Rayleigh num-
bers in the boundary layer, the linear stability analysis can
yield double-diffusive modes in the bulk and Be´nard modes
in the boundary layer with comparable but large growth
rates. In this case, a study of the nonlinear interaction of
these modes would be of interest. This mechanism, however,
is not likely to drive the salt fingers of Ref. 6 which begin
half a meter down, and we need to consider the effect of
surface warming which is addressed next.

VI. A WARMED SURFACE MODEL

A. Governing equations

Osborn6 writes that the ocean surface was ‘‘warming
daily and, at the time of the measurements, the air was 1 to
2 °C warmer than the sea surface. The air became warmer
than the surface shortly after sunrise.’’ The measurements
were taken in the hours before noon near the surface and in
the mid-afternoon for the seasonal thermocline. Concerning
his Fig. 5, he writes ‘‘The temperature-versus-depth relation

of 19 April is consistent among all the profiles and can be
described as three regions. Region I is a layer with a strong
near-surface gradient~;1 m thick!; region II is a quasi-
isothermal layer~;3 m thick!; and region III has a steadily
decreasing temperature.’’ There is a near-surface turbulent
region of about 0.5 m deep; the plumes begin below this and
extend to about 3 m in quiescent water. They disappear in
the top of region III. We model this temperature profile with
three layers occupying 0,z*,L @Fig. 1~c!#. The three layers
have thicknessesL 2 d2* , d2* 2 d1* , andd1* cm. Regions III,
II, and Idenote0, z* , d1* , d1* , z* , d2* andd2* , z* , L,
respectively, or in dimensionless variables, 0,z,d1 ,
d1,z,d2 , and d2,z,1. The temperature at the surface
z*5L is u0* , atz* 5 d2* it is u3* , atz* 5 d1* it is u2* , at the
bottomz*50 it isu1* , andu0* . u3* . u2* . u1* .

The temperature profile is steep in the shallow region I,
almost constant in the larger region II, and then varies mod-
erately in a deep region III. This profile does not possess
up–down symmetry and is thus a candidate for asymmetric
salt fingers. The competition between this nonlinear stabiliz-
ing temperature profile and a linear destabilizing salinity gra-
dient S512z, will be examined. The temperature gradient
can stabilize salt fingers in the top and bottom layers, while
the salinity gradient destabilizes them in the middle layer.

The sharp temperature gradient in region I is due to
warming from solar radiation and we model this by introduc-
ing a source term which is a function ofz, into the right-hand
side of the heat equation~see the first paragraph of Sec. III!.
This would lead to exponential decay but as a first attempt to
account for this, we apply a quadratic variation to simplify
the analysis. In the other layers, we also use a polynomial
variation withz: linear in region II and quadratic in region
III. The data show gradients in regions II and III to be close
to linear, with almost a discontinuity in slope. The boundary
conditions are:u50 at z51 ~top!, u51 at z50 ~bottom!,
u5u2 at z5d1 , u5u3, at z5d2 , andv]u/]zb50 atz5d1 ,d2
~continuity of heat flux!. Our basic temperature profile is

u5H 11A1z
21A2z for 0,z,d1

A3~z2d1!1u2 for d1,z,d2
A4~z21!21A5~z21! for d2,z,1,

~18!
A15

12u2
d1
2 1

~u32u2!

d1~d22d1!
,

A252
u32u2
d22d1

2
2~12u2!

d1
,

A35
u32u2
d22d1

, A45
2u3

~d221!2
1

u32u2
~d221!~d22d1!

,

A55
~u22u3!

d22d1
1

2u3
d221

.

The perturbationsu,w,ũ,p̃,S̃ satisfy the momentum and in-
compressibility equations,u81w(]u/]z)2Dũ52~v–“!ũ,
andS82w2tDS̃52~v–“!S̃, where]u/]z is found from~18!.
The perturbation temperature satisfiesũ50 at z50,1. To be
consistent with the base salinity, the top condition isS̃50 at
z51, and the bottom condition is~11!. The top and bottom
boundaries are modeled as stress-free surfaces since the salt-
finger phenomena occur in a layer within the ocean, sand-

FIG. 8. The unstable eigenvalues are plotted against wave numbers for
RT5223109, RS52108, P58, t50.01, l 2* 5 5 mm, l 150.9975,

cE50.16̇, g̃51.7,SB '0.103,N540,M54 in ~12!.
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wiched between fluid layers. Atz5d1 ,d2 , we have the con-
tinuity conditions listed at the end of Sec. IV A.

B. Numerical results on linear stability

We use incompressibility to eliminateu in favor of w,
and use thex component of the momentum equation to
eliminatep. We discretizeũ,S̃,w using Chebyshev polyno-
mials of degree 0 toN1 in region I, toN2 in region II, toN3

in region III; for example,ũ 5 exp(iax 1 st)(n50
N1 tnTn(z1) in

region I. Thezi are 2(z2d1)/d111 for i53 ~region III!,
2(z2d2)/(d22d1)11 for i52 ~region II!, 2(z21)/
(12d2)11 for i51 ~region I!. The zi cover the interval
@21,1# in each layer. This results in 3~Ni11! unknown co-
efficients in layer i , a total of 3(N11N21N313) un-
knowns. The appropriate values forNi are found through
convergence tests. As in Sec. IV B, the momentum equation
is discretized and truncated beyond the~Ni24!th Chebyshev
mode in layeri , yieldingNi23 equations, and the solute and
heat transport equations are truncated beyond the~Ni22!th
degree in layeri , yieldingNi21 equations each. This results
in 3(N11N11N3)215 equations. The conditions atz5di
are the continuity ofũ, dũ/dz, S̃, dS̃/dz, w, wz , wzz, and
wzzz. At the top and bottom boundaries,ũ,w,wzz vanish, and
S̃50 at the top and the bottom. Altogether, there are 24
conditions. This results in a 3(N11N21N3)19 matrix ei-
genvalue problem.

In the long-wave limit a→0, incompressibility
iau1wz50 implies thatwz50. The boundary conditions are
w50 at z50,1, so thatw is identically 0. This reduces the
eigenvalue problem to three Sturm–Liouville systems, de-
coupling the problems for temperature, salinity, andu:
sũ2 ũzz50, ũ50 atz50,1sS̃2tS̃zz50, S̃50 atz50,1, and
sczz2Pczzzz50, c5czz50 at z50,1, wherec denotes
the streamfunction withu5cz . We find ũ5sinhAsz,
S̃5sinhAs/tz, u5coshAs/Pz, s52n2p2,2n2p2t,
2n2p2P,n51,2,... This was checked with the code.

We refer to the temperature and salinity profiles of Fig. 5
of Ref. 6 for the numerical values of parameters:
u0*518.5 °C,u3*516.5 °C,u2* 5 16.3 °C,u1* 5 15.9 °C, re-
gions I, II, and III have thicknesses 1, 3, and 2.5 m, respec-
tively. Thus,L5650 cm, the other parameters are given un-
der Fig. 9,â51.531024, kTn51025, RT521013. SinceRr

varies over 10–20, we chooseRS52531011 @and b̂(S1*2
S0* )520.000 018#. Figure 9 shows the temperatureu*
5 u(u1*2u0* )1u0* , and this is similar to Fig. 5 of Ref. 6.
Figure 10 shows the depthz versus the density variation
r2150.000 39u20.000 018S, whereu is given in ~18! and
S512z. This shows that the density profile is stabilizing
and an instability would be due to diffusive effects rather
than the Be´nard-type of instability.

In order to visualize the eigenfunctions of largest growth
rates, we switch to lower Rayleigh numbers. Numerical re-
sults show that the mode which first becomes unstable at
lower RS remains the most unstable mode at higher values.
The structure of the mode remains qualitatively the same in
the large-RT range. Figure 11 shows the structure of the ver-
tical component of the velocityw of the eigenfunction for
the most unstable mode atRT5223109, RS523.53106

(N15N25N3525). The upper part of Fig. 11 shows the
contours forw. The horizontal coordinate isx, over one
wavelength 0<x<2p/a, and the vertical coordinate isz,
0<z<1. There is one cell extending over the depth of region
II. The lower graph showsw along x50, versusz for
0<z<1. There is upflow alongx50 and downflow atx5half
wavelength. It is clear from Fig. 11 that there is double-
diffusive instability in region II, extending out of the bottom
of region I and ending at the top of region III. The eigen-
function for the second largest growth rate has two cells
extending over the depth of region II, and so on for the
higher modes. Osborn writes ‘‘we cannot tell if individual
plumes extend down that entire distance,’’ and since the
growth rates of these modes are comparable, it is not pos-
sible to state from this analysis which ones are preferred.

FIG. 9. The dimensional temperatureu* vs the depth variablez,d1 '0.39,
d2'0.85,u2'0.83,u3'0.77,A1'0.77,A2'2.73,A3'20.14,A4'231.6,
A5'29.86.

FIG. 10. The density variationr2r0 wherer051 in cgs units vs the depth
variablez for 0<z<1. RT521.0e113,RS525.0e111. The temperature
profile is that of Fig. 9.
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However, the unstable modes are reminiscent of salt fingers
that begin at the bottom of region I and end at the top of
region III.

The trend as the Rayleigh numbers are increased is that
many modes become unstable at a given wave number and
are close to each other, the largest growth rates occur at
higher wave numbers. Growth rates over an ever wider range
of wave numbers are comparable. This is illustrated in Fig.
12, which shows the eigenvalue distribution atRT521013,
RS52531011 (N15N25N3530). At a5100, the growth
rate is already of order 104 and ata51200, the largest eigen-
value is still 0.23106. The maximum growth rate is achieved
for a'1000, which yields a dimensional wavelength of 4
cm, close to theQ spacing of the observed salt fingers~see
discussion at the end of Sec. II!. The distribution of the ei-
genvalues is similar to that of the classical double diffusion
problem at high Rayleigh numbers. Due to the number and
close proximity of the unstable eigenvalues, it is not possible
to conclude from the linear stability analysis what the non-
linear solution would be. The mechanism of surface warm-

ing, however, yields the type of vertical structure as de-
scribed in Ref. 6. The up–down asymmetry in the linear
two-dimensional analysis is a promising mechanism for a
hexagonal pattern in three-dimensions. A weakly nonlinear
study of the onset of instability is planned for future work in
order to test whether the hexagonal pattern would be pre-
ferred. To check the relevance of the theory, some careful
experiments are needed.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have examined the linear stability of three models:
the salty boundary-layer model, the boundary layer model
modified by a weak salinity gradient in the bulk, and the
warmed surface model. The first two concern the mechanism
of surface evaporation, and the third concerns heating due to
solar radiation.

The salty boundary-layer model possesses a long-wave
instability. At higher Rayleigh numbers, the largest growth
rates are driven by a destabilizing density gradient, as in the
case of Be´nard convection. These modes extend to depths of
the order of the boundary-layer thickness and are dissipated
by the stabilizing temperature gradient in the bulk. The
modified model with weak salinity gradient in the bulk has
the boundary-layer modes as well as bulk double-diffusive
modes driven by the diffusivities in the presence of a stabi-
lizing density profile. These modes may interact nonlinearly
to drive salt fingers that extend through the bulk.

The warmed surface model has a steep temperature gra-
dient at the top, gentle in the middle, and moderate gradient
below. In contrast to the earlier cases, this model has a finite
critical wave number, and a weakly nonlinear analysis can be
treated with the method of Ref. 12. The critical eigenfunc-
tions, as well as the largest growth rate modes at higher
Rayleigh numbers, represent salt fingers that extend through
the middle layer. For the oceanic parameters, there are many
unstable modes and a weakly nonlinear analysis may not be
the appropriate one for describing a selection mechanism.
Other effects such as turbulence may be important. However,
the vertical structure of the modes in the warmed surface
model is reminiscent of the asymmetric ‘‘salt fountains’’ re-
ported by Osborn.6 An investigation of the horizontal struc-
ture of the preferred mode as well as the competition be-
tween rolls and hexagonal patterns will be addressed in
future work. Ultimately, we must learn to understand and
predict such phenomena in order to quantify their impact on
the structure of the near surface warm layer, which are im-
portant in sound propagation, air–sea exchange, and upper
ocean dynamics.
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FIG. 11. Upper: a contour plot of the vertical component of velocityw for
the eigenfunction of largest growth rates57.853, a570, RT5223109,
RS523.53106, P58, t50.01. The horizontal extent is one wavelength
0,x,2p/a, and the vertical extent is 0,z,1. The cell extends through
d1,z,d2 . Lower: w(x,z) at x50, vs z, showing upflow. The downflow
occurs atx5half wavelength. Contour values for the upper graph can be
found from the lower graph.

FIG. 12. The unstable eigenvalues ata5300–1500 for RT521013,
RS52531011, P58, t50.01 for the temperature and density profiles of
Figs. 9 and 10.N15N25N3530 Chebyshev modes are used.
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